
BJS RESTAURANT BREWERY GROUP PROJECT MARKETING ESSAY

Introduction For 32 years BJs Restaurants and Brewhouses have expanded from one small Chicago style pizzeria to
over ninety-two chain foodse.

The success of Kawafuku led to the creation of many other sushi restaurants as the popularity of the Japanese
cuisine spread rapidly across the US. They also have a great relationship with Southern Wine and Spirits,
which is their main alcohol vendor. They focused on a limited menu which allowed them to provide quick
service and quality. The log cabin interior and exterior, along with the warm and comfortable yet energetic
ambiance, all provide a pleasing escape from day-to-day life. He is a Chief executive officer who is really
concerned and involved with his company. This will help Lazy Dog to better understand the needs of the
consumers, which will help them successfully fulfill these needs. There is at least three other restaurants
located within a quarter of a mile of every Lazy dog Cafe so it is imperative to their company to stand out
from their rivals and win the customers over with their outstanding customer service, unique outlook on our
furry friends, and a wide array of delicious menu items. Current Cultural Issues Lazy Dog currently has a very
strong base of loyal customers. This law caters to those who are against this habit and who enjoy going to
restaurants or bars where smoking is prohibited. Situation Analysis: External Environment Competition The
full service restaurant and bar industry is one of the most saturated industries, and therefore one of the hardest
to succeed in. Although Lazy Dog accommodates these various demographics, their loyal customers are
middle class professionals, ages  They have a good amount of disposable income and enjoy prestige products
and services. A majority of the people who do go to Lazy Dog Cafe either like dogs or have dogs so this could
turn out to be a huge market for the firm. Flat panel telecastings are displayed throughout their eating houses,
doing it a merriment and entertaining environment for the clients. The "diner theme" is not particularly
evident. Sociocultural Trends Many argue that society plays the biggest role in influencing consumers. Buffalo
Wild Wings is one of Lazy Dogs main competitors. This strength allows its employees to be empowered and
also to increase sales by suggesting more items. Aloha Operations offers tools that efficiently help run a table
service restaurant, such as: 1. Diminishing the risks of compliance. A huge disadvantage for them, however, is
their Hooter Girls because this appeals to men mainly, while women are being left out of their target market.
They are served water and many times, owners have bought meals for their dogs so they can eat together. Post
it on the DB so I can check it. Hotel guest is calling from the room to place the food and beverage order.
Setting that allow you to cross-control each separate variable. But they are working on that. Peoples are eating
out more because of convenience, doing the industry sky projectile. Exploiting other states resources might be
viewed as unethical by consumers and investors, taking to diminish in consumer trueness. There are so many
new competitors every day trying to make a business of their own, as well as huge established corporations
with hundreds of food chains. They could also sell doggie accessories such as water and food bowls, leashes,
collars, and beds. After only nine months in business, Lazy Dog Cerritos has hit well over a million dollars in
sales. Noncustomers Although Lazy Dog appeals to a large number of consumers, there are still number of
consumers who they have not yet reached or attracted into their restaurants. Since there is no NBA season
people will choose to stay at home rather than go to a sports bar with nothing to watch. A customer of any age
would be able to find something on the menu that they find appealing. This is evident based on a wide
selection of beverages, entrees, kids meals and desserts. Dinners can leave messages to communicate, which
helps the restaurants to improve their service to win the competitive advantage. The lone failing they likely
have is that there bill of fare is non every bit extended as compared to the cheesecake mill. This selection
criteria led the prospective customer to choose Sixth Avenue Bistroâ€”a casual and contemporary family-style
restaurant. To play on our target markets' desire to eat, drink, and socialize with family and friends we have
created attractive pricing on food and drinks during Happy Hour, extended hours and proposed a partnership
with DirecTV to have every game available for the guest. Since then, Buffalo Wild Wings has opened over
restaurants in 42 states and employees over 1, full-time employees. Current economy. Our customer service
strategy is to provide the staff additional training so they can be educated in all of the alcoholic beverages
offered.


